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INTRODUCTION

The heavy-element region has long constituted, and continues to con-

stitute, one of the frontiers of nuclear research. If the study of nucl-

ides with mass greater than 230 were restricted to nuclides found in

nature, research in this area would be limited to the study of the proper-
232 234 235 23fl 244

ties of Th, U, U, JOU, and trace amounts of * Pu. In fact,

~200 nuclidea with A>230 have been identified ' and studied. This rppre-

sents one of the major achievements of physical research in the 20th

century, and it is made possible by the availability of reactor produced

Transuranic elements.

The study of the heavy nuclides has played a vital role in our under-

standing of the alpha decay process, nuclear fission, nuclear binding

energies and the limits of nuclear stability. This study has led to the
understanding of novel shape degrees of frepdom, such as the very large

2)
quadrupole deformations associated with the fission isomer process, and

3)
the very recently discovered octupole deformation. The existence of

these unique phenomena in the heavy clement region is not accidental.

Fission isomerism is due to the delicate balance between nuclear forcrs

holding the nucleus together and Coulomb forces causing nuclear fission.

Octupole deformation arises? from the increasing strength of matrix elements

with increasing oscillator shell. Both illustrate the unique features of

the heavy element region. Fission studies have given us information about

large collective aspects in nuclei and thp importance that nuclear struc-

tural effects can play in altering these macro properties. A new class of

atomic studies has become possible with the availability of heavy elements.

With these isotopes, we are now able to produce electric fields of such
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magnitude that it becomes posBiblc to spontaneously create positron-

electron pairs in the vacuum.

Much has been gained in our knowledge of physical properties from ty;'-

9tudy of the heavy elements and much is Btill unknown awaiting future

developments. Success in these studies will be proportion;*) to the supr»>rf

provided for the continued production of the requircH heavy element

isotopes as well as that provided for the scientific studies which wi!] use

these products. Without support for both, the possibilities of undei—

standing the properties of the heavy elements and the fundamental limits of

nuclear stability will be greatly restricted.

We have organized this presentation into three major sections:

nuclear structure, fission studies and atomic studies of supercritical

systems. In each we will try to emphasize the new directions which can

benefit from the continued availability of isotopes supplied by the Trans-

plutonium Production Program.

NUCLEAR STRUCTURE OF THE HEAVY ELEMENTS

In this section we present information on the nuclear structure pro-

perties of the heavy elements and the important role played by the Trans-

plutonium Production Program in supplying these isotopes. However, we feel

that a restriction of the discussion to only Transplutonium elements makes

an artificial demarcation in the heavy element region. It makes much more

sense to discuss heavy elements in their entirety. Only in this context,

is it clear what is the role of Transplutonium elements in answering the

important scientific questions in the heavy element region.

Our understanding of the important nuclear properties in this mass

region is intimately related to our understanding of the nuclear single

particle potential, and the orbits of nucleons in this potential. Through

an appropriate choice of the nuclear single particle potential, many

aspects of nuclear structure can be simply understood and many residual

interaction effects can be taken into account in a simple way. We organize

this section around the quadrupole deformed single particle potential and

the valence orbitals of this potential in the heavy element region. We

then discuss the residual interactions that are important for an under-

standing of nuclear structure in thi- region. We combine this with a
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discussion of areas of active research and point out the value of Trans-

plutonium isotopes in this context.

Review of Known Features
A)

We consider a schematic Hamiltonian

H - H single particle + H pairing

- -1 — r
XY?n>B?a. d)

where the single-particle potential might be thought of as a spherical

hamonic oscillator, or more realistically, as a Woof's-Saxon potential with

a spin-orbit interaction. The pairing interaction plays an important role

in the nuclear structure of the heavy elements, as it does in other mass

regions. In this region, however, there appear to be seme unique aspects

of this interaction. The final term in our schematic interaction is a sum

over particle-hole multipole-multipole terms. Noting the low-lying 2

rotational state in the even-even heavy elements, it is clear that the

quadrupole-quadrupole term is most important. We consider this term in

some detail as a paradigm for other residual interaction modes. The

octupole (P,) and hexadecapole (P,) modes also play an essential role in

determining the structure of the actinides. The P, mode may also play some

role for the elements with Z ~ 100.

In many instances, the total energy of a nuclide is minimized by going

to a state of lower than spherical symmetry. This is a nuclear equivalent

of the well known Jahn-Teller effect in molecules. In the heavy elements,

the state of lower symmetry is one of cylindrical symmetry. Accordingly,

we concentrate on the cylindrically symmetric components of the multipole-

multipole interaction. In the state of cylindrical symmetry, the qusdru-

pole moment operator has a non-zero expectation value. This implies a

non-spherical potential for the individual nucleons. The quadrupole

correlations may be treated in one of two ways. The first is to handle the

full two-body quadrupole-quadrupole interaction. The second is to Intro-,

duce the non-zero quadrupole moment directly into the single-particle
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potential by setting

_ . .... ^i* (2)

and diagonalizing this modified single-particle Hamiltonian as a function

of the quadrupole deformation parameter, 0,* States of good angular

momentum are then projected from the deformed intrinsic state. This second

procedure incorporates most of the effects of the quadrupole correlations

into our description directly and rather simply. Carrying out this pro-
4)cedure leads to a Nilsson diagram description of nuclear orbitals. In

these diagrams, energy levels are plotted as a function of the deformation

parameter. In figs. 1 and 2, we display Nilsson like diagrams for heavy

element orbitals. Actually, we have used a more physically realistic

deformed Woods-Saxon potential with a spin-orbit interaction.

The regions denoted A and B on these figures are those where the

single-particle levels are well studied. The small area on the lower left

marked B on both figures denotes the well known spherical levels near Pb.

The region marked A is the deformed actinide region. Many single-particle

levels in this region have been identified experimentally through a combin-

ation of decay scheme studies and of single-nucleon transfer reactions.

The single-nucleon transfer reaction is often definitive, as there is a

characteristic signature associated with each deformed orbital.

Apart from the deformation inducing quadrupole interaction, the most
7-9)important interaction is the pairing force. The effect of the pairing

force is to compress the level spectrum in odd mass nuclides and to produce

a gap in the spectrum of even-even nuclides. In most regions of the

periodic table, it has been found that a model with constant pairing force

matrix elements gives an adequate description of the nuclear structure.

Such is not the case in the heavy elements. Because of the large dif-

ferences in radial and angular densities of orbitals near the Fermi level

in the heavy elements, the deficiencies of such a simple description become

apparent. One finds that a density-dependent delta interaction does

give pairing force matrix elements that describe the mid-actinlde region

rather well. This should be regarded as a prototype of the knowledge that
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can be obtained by studying the heaviest elements. The large differences

in radial and angular densities between orbltals such as the .11 c/o»N»7

state and the p. ,?,N»5 state make apparent the breakdowns of simple pres-

criptions for residual matrix elements and point the way to more accurate

ones. Using these pairing matrix elements, and experimental data, one en::

extract a set of single particle level spacings for nuclei in the mid

actinide region. These level spacings vary fairly smoothly between

neighboring nuclides. The variations c*n be fairly well understood In

tcrn>6 of changes in the deformation.

In relating the extracted single particle spnclngs to th<- T-ipni tudn of

deformation parameters in this region, permanent hexadocapole deformations

must also be taken into account. Hero, we set

V4 £ <i!r4Y4°|j>a:a i (3)

and we characterize the nuclides in terms of & arlc' &A deformations.

deformations can be measured, in a model dependent way, by measuring E2 and

E4 transition probabilities in even-even nucliries. Rather than com-

paring extracted .single particle spectra with NiJsson diagrams, we can

calculate the total nuclear energy ne a function of the deformation energy.

The values of jS7 ar.i 0, for which the energy is minimized are the equli-

brium values. Such a minimization procedure is quite difficult and would

involve a self consistent Hartree-Fock calculation using a fairly realistic

nuclear two-body interaction. Calculations of this sort using a Skyrme
12)

interaction have been carried out with some success. A much faster w.iy

to determine the equilibrium values of the deformation parameters is to

exploit the fact that a deformable liquid drop modei' ' gives a good

overall description of nuclear binding energies. The deviations of nuclear

binding energies from the smooth liquid drop trends can be quantitatively

correlated with fluctuations in nuclear single particle level densities

using the Strut*nsky prescription. ' The various calculations and

experimental results for By and &^ are all in good agreement with each

other.
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For many multipole modes, the Interaction is not sufficiently stro"-

to lead to deformation. Yet thp correlations induced by the mode m y p'ty

a significant role in the description of excited states. In the actinid?

these effects become important at ~800 keV. Brransc those vi hr.it ion.-> ?

states (or phonons) arc so low in energy, in the actinides, one is ;>b!" • •>

study the interactions of single particle degrees of freedom with the

phonons in the actinides. The experimental observation of those part 1 r-!r>-

phonon excitations helps to determine the role of specific particle con-

figurations (i.e. the microscopic structure) ol the collective phnnon.

CalculationalJy, these configurations have been treated usinp refined

particle phonon interaction ' techniques. These calculations account

well for many states and transition probabilities observed in the actinide

region.

The shapes and nuclear structure near ground are well understood in

the mass range 230<A<250.

High Spin States

There are some caveats in our claim that nuclear structure is wrll

understood in the mid actinide region. In tlie past few years, heavy ion

reaction studies have been carried out on heavy element targets. One of

the motivations for these studies is to explore the yrast line (this is the

line connecting the lowest energy states for each value of the angular

momentum, in an energy vs. angular momentum plot) of heavy elements. In

the deformed rare earth region, one observes the phenomena of backbending

or upbending ' along the yrast line. Backbending and upbeding indicate

two different forms of a decrease in the inertial parameter A along the

yrast line. This parameter relates energy to angular momentum through the

rotational spectrum relation

1(1

This sudden decrease at some criticnl angular momentum is thought to be due

to the alignment of single particle angular monenta nlon$» the nuclear

rotation axis. The orbitals that are most important for this phenomenon
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are those with large values of J and small values of J . J is the pro-
z z

jection of Jt the angular momentum on the nuclear symmetry axis. Calcula

tlons invoking this rotational alignment process are fairly successful in

explaining yrast lines, including backbending, in the deformed rare earths.

When similar calculations are made for actinlrte nuclide, one finds

that sharp decreases are predicted for the inertial parameters for 10 < I <

20. However, the experimental studies of the nuclides U, 'u, V
248 23)

show no sharp decreases through 1 ~ 2H. In Cm, there is somewhat
better agreement between the calculations and the observed yrast line.

244
There are rsome very recent studies of Pu that indicate backbending. Tt

would be most worthwhile to study the yrast lines in other heavy nuclides

in order to understand the casues for the breakdown in the high spin calcu-

lations. One relevant observation is that the calculations predicting

rotational alignment were made U3ing the constant pairing force matrix

elements, which we have already noted to be inadequate for the states near

grouid. It was found that the JJC/T orbitals, in particular, have much

larger than average pairing force matrix elements. It is just the j..,»

neutron orbitals and the i.y. proton orbitals that are most important for

rotational alignment. Preliminary calculations, using larger pairing force
24)

matrix elements for these orbitals, indicate a delay in the calculated

onset of backbending.

We emphasize the need for measurements of the yrast line in the Trans-

plutonium elements, to develop a better understanding of nuclides at high

angular momentum.

Transition Regions: The Light Actinides and the Transplutonium Elements

The light actinide region iu one of theoretical and experimental

ferment at present. By the light actinides, we mean the mass region

215<A<230. This is a region with few long lived isctopps. a transition

region between the spherical Pb region and the long-lived actir.ides with

A>230. The heavy Transplutonium region (A>260 ?) forms a complementary

transition region between the long lived deformed actinides and the

hypothesized/hypothetical long lived spherical superheavy elements. Many

of the phenomena being studied in the light actinides should also be

searched for and studied in the Transplutonium region.
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The nuclides in the light actinides nrr difficult to study because

there are only a few long-lived isotopes. The region is equally chal-

lenging theoretically because it is one with several simultaneous (or

almost simultaneous) deformation transitions. Apart from the woll known

onset of quadrupole deformation, one has the onset of hexndeenpole defor-

mation here. It now appears that ortupole deformation * ' plays an

important role in the description of some states In this rop.lnn, nnd strong
25)

octupole correlations are important for a correct description of many

other states. In such a transition region, the notion of deformation

parameters such as £L a n ^ B(. is of rather limited value. In such rases,

one must use more complicated techniques for a theoretical description ;

techniques that deal in some way with the full two-body interaction. One

such technique, used for the study of octupole deformation, is a direct

treatment of the cylindrically symmetric components of the residual inter-

action. Another approach that is now being applied in this region is the

27 )
Interacting Boson Approximation (IBA). In this approach, nucleon pairs

are replaced by Bosons that carry angular momentum and the nucleon-nucleon

interaction is replaced by a Boson-Boson interaction. In the simplest form

of this approximation, there are S and D Bosons carrying 0 and 2 units of

angular momentum respectively. From the observations of strong octupole

and hexadecapole matrix elements in this region, it is clear that the IBA

will have to be extended to include large numbers of F and G Bosons.
28 291

Recently observed fast El transitions * in this region indicate that

there may be a need for P Bosons" as well. As there are several para-

meters associated with each type of Boson, it is necessary to obtain large

amounts of information on spins nnd transition probabilities of the

nuclides in this mass region to provide an adequate test of such an

extended IBA. One important technique for studying n nuclide, in this

detail, is the (n,Y) reaction that populates many levels in n rather

non-selective way (apart from spin selection rules). Camm;i ray
32)

spectroscopy utilizing this reaction will be valuable.

The experimental observation of octupole deformation in the light

actinides should be followed up in this regicri by measurement of B(E3)

transition probabilities and of the energy splittings cf the parity

doublets characteristic of octupole deformations in odd mass nurlides.

These parity doublets should also be considered as a moans of studying
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mixing interactions in nu<-iei. The single particle orbitals that

contribute most importantly to the onset of octupole deformation arc the

neutron orbitals jir/2
 flnd Kq/?» these orbitals ore connected by a large E?

matrix element.

In the superheavy element region, the .Ijc/o n n^ Ra/o orbitals also are

near the Fermi level; now as proton orbitals. Somewhat more accessible are

the proton orbitals f7/2
 a n d ^\^/2 w f l i c n a r o 1 u 8 t below the gap at Z • 114

in fig. 2. The components of these orbitals with low J contribute to the

octupole correlations in the light actinides. Just above the gap at N ~

184 in fig. 1, we see the h,,,. and k.-,,j orbitals. These two orbitals ere

also connected by a large E3 matrix element. If ever W P are able to study

the superheavy elements, it seems likely that we will observe many

Instances of octupolo Reformation effects. The large E3 matrix elements

connecting the d.,,, and hji/o n e u t r o n orbitals might lead to octupole

deformations at somewhat lower neutron number. This Is a strong motivation

for studies of nuclear structure in the Transplutonium region.

In the transition region, just beyond Pb, there are two unique

phenomena. One is that alpha decay to the I17"! excited state is almost

completely unhindered relative to the ground state transition. The
2o OQ)

second is the occurrence of very strong El transitions. ' One model

that has been introduced to explain both of these phenomena is an alpha

clustering model. Experimental measurements of El transition probabilities

will provide a test of this model when they are compared with the detailed

theoretical predictions. It would seem worthwhile to look for these

phenomena in the Transplutonium region.

We also feel that the production of intensely radioactive materials
227

and their fabrication as targets e.g. Ac should be encouraged in the

light actinides as well as in the Transplutonium elements.

Very Heavy and Superheavy Elements

The subject of the stability of the superheavy elements is a contro-

versial one. Estimates of superheavy element lifetimes vary over many

orders of magnitude. Here, we sidestep the issue by focusing on what we

can learn about superheavy element stability from studies of the heavy

elements.
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Theoretical predictions * have been made nbout oqui 11 briurn

deformations and nuclear binding enorRies in this Transition region.

Nuclear spectrosropic studies arc needed to tost this picture of the h".-i<

Transplutonium trRnsition region. Such tests will r-.-fino the prediction^,

of superhenvy lifetimes.

In order to estimate nupertieflvy element Hir-ilni.-K, one ii'ins t lie K,-II>-

combination of the liquid drop model and i ho Strutinsky prescript inn dis-

cussed above in determining equilibrium valticB of deformations. TV.i s

necessitates a very precise knowledge of the ain^ic particle energy level

spacings, as the estimates of fission lifetime vary by ~5 orders of magni-

tude with a 1 Mev change in the shell correction. This uncertainty in

level spacings is one of the train reasons for the uncertainty in superb**,-)vy

element lifeti-nes. The neutron levels beyond N ™ 184 and the proton levels

beyond Z « 11A contribute significantly to the shell corrections. Through

spectroscopic studies of the Transplutonium elements, it may be possible to

learn something about the positions of these levels. The proton orbital

l/2-[b21] has already been identified33^ in the isotopes z 4 7Bk and 2 5 1 E s ,

thereby furnishing direct information on the position of the f, ,. proton

orbital which determines the gap PZ 7. <• 114; similar studies, might identify

the proton orbitais l/2-[77O| and 1/2+16511 thereby furnishing information

on the positions of the proton i., ,. and Eq/y orbitais. Similarly by

finding, the neutron orbicals l/2-|76i] and l/2+[880], we would reduce the

uncertainties in the magnitude of the neutron she1 correction

substantially.

Possibility of Long Lived Tsomers

In nuclei near the upper end of the heavy elements (region C in figs.

1 and 2) whose neutron number approaches 184 ard whose proton number

approaches 114, there are a largr number of single particle states of high

angular momentum whose excitation energy will bo at or close to that of the

ground state. Near the line of stability, nuclei with Z < 112 arc predic-

ted to be deformed. For higher values of Z, they are expected to be spher-

ical* For the sphericaJ nuclei of region C these states inlcude the

neutron hole states gy/T and dr - and the proton states t-jj-y and ii-wo-

For the deformed nuclei of this region, these states include the 11/2
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(606), 9/2 (604), 15/2 (707), and 13/2 (716) neutron levels ,is well ,is tl,"

11/2 (615), 9/2 (624), and 5/2 (5)2) proton levels.

If the unpaired proton and unpaired neutron in nn odd-odd nurious are

trapped in these states at lot" excitation energies the result 1ng nucleus

will have a pair of isomers. The Inomeric states will hnve values of k »

k ± k with nn energy Reparation botweon rotational Hariris of t hr» nrdnr oi
n p
100 kcV. The relative oxcitatlon energies of the bnnde fro given by the

'34)
Gallagher-Moszkowski selection rules.

The beta decoy of odd-odd nuclei takes pl.ice to even-even nuclei which

have no high spin states at low excitation energies. For nuclidep lying

near the line of beta stability there, will he H t t l e decay energy and the

transitions will thus be forced to take place to states of low angular

momentum. The beta decay of these high spin states will thus be hindered

due to large changes in angular momentum. Alpha decay will be inhibited

since transitions to favored states in the daughter nuclei will be at a

cost in decay energy; either one, or both, of the single particle states of

the parent configuration will be an excited state in the daughter nucleus.

Transitions to states in the daughter nucleus involving the change of one

single particle orbital are generally hindered by one to two orders of

magnitude; transitions which involve the change of both single particle

orbitalB are never observed.
;)

Past studies of Transplutoniurn elements have indicated that spon-

taneous fission Is inhibited by about five orders of magnitude in odd-odd

nuclei relative to even even nuclides. Therefore, for odd-odd nuclei whose

ground states are the higher angular momentum i sorter, we can expect extra-

ordinarily long half lives. In addition, if the neutron and proton angular

momenta are about equal, we can also expect low lying isomeric states with

greatly hindered gatnma ray transition rates.

The exact position of the occurence of these long lived nuclei will

depend on the order of filling the single particle orbitals, which is

strongly dependent on the nuclear deformation. For nuclides in region C

having between 109 and 114 protons, the protons will be in either spherical

shell model states of high spin or deformed states of high spin and there

will be a high probability of isomcr formation with concomittently long

half lives.
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There are two potential benefits which could be obtained if th'-se '.

llvod odd-odd nuclei exist nnd tiro detected. First, they would

test of nuclear structure at the heaviest region including npasiirpnnnts <••-•

the n-p interation. Anantaramam and Sehiffer have inspected a larp.c

number of doublets of this typo for nuclei which ore only two nurlrons !• •

closed shells and have determined a unique set of range an;'. potential

energy parameters. Kat irl , Friedman, and Krskine li,ivi> ex-imined (inuhlr-ts

In the deformed nuclei and have found thnt t lie same set of pnrnmet crs r \u

be used to calculate their energy splitting. Jr would he (mpnrr.inr r <•

determine the universitality of the potential energy and range p.immo'prs.

Second, the half lives of the high spin isomers should be lonp enough

to allow an accumulation of enough atoms to study the chemistry of thest>

transactinide elements at the tracer level. Simple tracer experinonts can

readily yield information on oxidation state, solubilities, and volatility

which can be used to deduce the probable electronic structure of tnpse

elements.

Nuclear Structure at Large Deformations

Tb» existence of fission isomcrs provides an opporLur'ty to obtain

nuclear structure information at largo deformations. The rep•.n marked E

in figs. 1 ari 2 corresponds rouphJy to the deformations of actinide

nuclides in the second minimum. This region is, however, extremely

difficult to study experimentally and the amount of nuclear structure

information is limited.

Inertial parameters of 3.3 keV have been experimentally measured

for rotational bands of the fission isomers in U, '.I ant5 Pu. These

inertial parameters arc ~l/2 the values found for normally deformed acti-

nides. The equilibrium deformations deduced from these inertial parameters

are ft7 of ~.b whirh corresponds to a major/minor axis ratio of 2. A
4 0)

measurement of the optical isoraer shift by Bemis et al, ' gives a similar

value for the deformation. The calculation of inrrtinl parameters is

rather sensitive to the strength of the pairing interaction, and it sppe. rs

utiat s pairing interaction strength that varies proportionately to the

nuclear surface ' provides s slightly better explanation of these inertia]

parameters than does a constant pairing force.

There have been tentative identifications of single particle states in

237 239 42) 239
Pu and Pu am! a spin assignment of 5/2 has been made in Pu.
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42 )
The magnetic moment of this state Indicates that tho unpaired neutron : ;

in an orbital whose spin projection, s>(, is down. When conventional sinj <•

particle potential parameters are used, there are no such orbitals noar th
43)

Fermi level for N • 144. Hamamoto and Ogle have noted the possibility

of getting such an orbital near the Fermi level by Increasing the strength

of the spin-orbit term in the single particle potential. Thp Identifica-

tion of additional levels in the region of largo deformation would be

extremely valuable for testing this hypothesis.

FISSION STUDIES

Fission properties have been centrally linked to the TranspJuton^um

Production Program since its inception. Fission is the process which

limits the production of heavy elements but it is ,1ust from the study of

this heavy element fission that we are able to learn the most about this

interesting decay mode The purpose of this presentation is not to
44)

review the many significant accomplishments in fission studies which

have benefited from using isotopes supplied by the Transplutonium Produc-

tion Prrgram, but to preview rhe areas vhirh will benefit from the contin-

uation of the program. We believe that future fission studies will be most

productive by investigating the region of unstable nuclei having 7. >_ 100.

The fission properties in this region are rapidly changing and provide the

greatest challenge to emerging theories. Access to such a region will be

possible only with a strong z?vz±:ment to the production of heavy element

isotopes.

In this section we will discuss many aspects of transplutonium

fission. The possibility of fission studies is, of course, directly linked

to production mechanisms, which are discussed in the paper in this workshop

on "Nuclear Reactions and Synthesis of New Transuranium Species" by Glen T.
45)

Seaborg. Production mechanisms include: transfer reactions, compound

studies, heavy-ion probes, light particle reactions, and elementary parti-

cle investigations. Physical fission questions cover: fission barriers,

direct decay observables of mass and kinetic energy distributions, isomeric

fission production and decay, Coulomb fission properties, giant resonance

studies, fission product properties, elementary particle coupling effects

to fission, and fission statics and dynamics from muonic attachment. The
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broad base future success of these and ether unthought of areas will

on collaborative efforts which combine the unique materials offered by trip

Transplutonium program with the unique capabilities In equipment and ncco"

erator facilities on a world-wide basis. Efforts will truly hsve to be

international since no one luboratcry, or country, can afford to have com-

prehensive capabilities in all the exciting new areas.

Light Particle Reactions

Historically thcae, along with spontaneous fission, have provided the

most complete information for our understanding of the detailed properties

of fission. They are general 1/ characterized by specific well known condi-

tions. The isotope produced is unambiguously identified and we usually

have, as well, a good knowledge of the excitation energy and angular momen-

tum brought into the system. Fission barrier properties have been exten-

sively studied in the actinide nuclei and the current status is reviewed by
46)

Brltt. Fairly complete measurements of barrier properties have been

obtained using light ion direct reactions on most long lived actinide

targets up to as heavy as Cf. The most significant result from these

systematic studies has been to establish the importance of enhancements to

the fission decay width caused by collective bands. These bands are built

on the nonsymmetric shapes which occur at the fission barriers. However,

there are two important areas which have not, to date, been investigated

with regard to fission barriers. The most dramatic changes in fission

decay observables have been for the neutron excess isotopes in the Fm

region. No systematic fission barrier properties are known in this region.
47)

Theory predicts that the outer fission barrier for these heavy isotopes

should be substantially decreased (even to below the ground state energy in

some cases) while the inner Carrier remains at a fairly high level.

This condition should result in a very penetrable fission barrier whose

properties could bv investigated by suitable direct reaction studies. The
49)

effects of barrier properties on fission decay observables is not well

established and the striking effects observed in the Fm region are most

usually attributed to shell stabilization near sciss-on. ' However,

since theory is predicting a rapid change of barrier properties in just

this exciting region it is important to investigate his area. For these
2~-l* 255 257

studies suitable targets of Es (possibly Es) and Fm would be
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required. Only one previous barrier study with Es has bom por-
?S4

formed. The target in these studies contained onJy~0. J up. of Ks

foil backing. The contaminants in the target, .iionf; with the poor

target/backing atom ratio, limited the resultB to esMm.it rs of thr inner
0 *» ̂

barrier heights for * Es and Fm. No i nf orju,u ion was extracted >r

the important question of barrier curveturc. An adequate targ^r cent ,i'ni •
some 3-5 ug of material on a O.I cm spot on a thin C back ing would be

ideal for these investigations. This seems feasible under current TRU-HFIR

production capabilities. Of more Intrinsic interest would be the use of
257

Fm as a target material. This would permit direct probes into the most

interesting neutron excess regions. Of course, microgram quantities of

this species are not going to be available. However, there has been tre-

mendous advancement over the last few years in the field of large position

sensitive gas counters. It is now at least conceivable that some studies

could be done using a Fm target of —10 atoms/cm on a 2 mm diameter

spot. The gas counters detecting fission fragments can be made insensitive

to the high fluence of li/ht ions required for the measurements while still

providing high geometric efficiency for position sensitive heavy ion detec-

tion. Though this would be, at best, a difficult experimental program, one
257

thing is certain: it cannot even be attemped without a supply of the Fm

target material.

The other significant area for future fission barrier studies involves

the effects of excitation energy and angular momentum on the collective

degrees of freedom. To date, the detailed studies have been performed

using direct reaction techniques which populate actinides from fission

threshold to —10 MeV of excitation energy. As stated above, these experi-

ments have led to the significant conclusion that the quantitative fission

decay competition Is governed by strong collective effects associated with

transition states at the fission barrier. The open physical question is

what happens to these collective effects as the nuclear excitation energy

and angular momentum are increased. If the collective degrees of freedom

come from a closed basis of single particle structural states, which for

certain configurations result in a superposition of strength and a projec-

tion to low excitation energies, will such strength be able to continue

indefinitely with excitation energy or will the collective enhancements

saturate. This important question ran be addressed through studies which
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probc the fission/neutron decay competition st well defined conditions <-f

excitation energy and Angular momenttir.;. Direct reaction techniques such .<«.

( 7 L i a ) 5 4 ) and ( 1 2C, 8Be) 5 5 ) offer thr possibility of reaching wel] defined

excitation energy conditions of up to~20 MeV nnd ore an important next

step for the studies. However, this field has only had the barest amount

done to date and will benefit from increased activity and the continued

availability of the wide spectrum of aic1nJ.do materials rcotilred for

targets.

In addition to its obvious very practical nppHrntions, nput ron

induced fission hns provided information on detailed properties of the

fission barrier. Resonance studies have provided us with the most precise

knowledge of fission transition states. Future studies of more exotic

actinide species will continue since improvements in experimental capabi-

lities will continue. The high fluence neutron facilities such as IPNS ?t

Argonne, ORELA at Oak Ridge and now WNR at LAMPF provide the required

intensities for precise time of flight measurements. These capabilities

will be augmented with the operation of the proton storage rinjr at the WNR

LAMPF facility in 1985 which will provide a burst of neutrons in a pulse

period as short as 1 nser.

High resolution fission product spectrometers such as HIAWATHA at

Illinois and LOHENGRIN ^ at Grenoble are contiibuting to our detailed

knowledge of fission distributions and energetics. Low energy fission

still provides the best technique for probing dynamical effects and pairing

correlations in complex systems. The ability to select the highest kinetic
59)

energy release events has resulted in information on pairing associated

with cold fragmentation and the variation of even-odd effects with proton

number. Such fine structure effects cannot be selected in heavy ion

nuclear reactions. The strong variation of observable properties as a

function of selectable mass and kinetic energy release can best be studied

using the high yield (n,f) reaction at a reactor. The strutural effects

are strongly dependent on the fissioning system and point to the need for

heavy element isotopes from the Transp]utonium program to permit systematic

investigation of the decays. Material requirements are on the order of 1

mg for these studies and will have a future need for all sufficiently

fissile isotopes ( Pu, Cm, Cf). In sufficiently high Huence

24] 243
regions the <2n,f) reaction can be potentially studied using ' Am,
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249 253
Bk and Es. Using an external neutron beam port, studios with m1c

gram quantities of exotic isotopes fire feasible. In this case adcqu<i:c

fission product resolution is obtained using time of Might techniques.

Rare C

study.

254
Rare Cm Isotopes and Es seem to bo potential targets for this type of

It should be noted that the neutron and light ion direct reaction

techniques have given, and will continue to Rive, information of fission

decay probabilities and properties which are important to emerging require-

ments in reactor design as well as defense applications. Techniques in! >JT

direct reactions to simulate neutron induced fission cross sections car

provide data for isotopes not readily studied (due to short half life

and/or unavailability) in the laboratory but of possible importance in high

neutron fluence environments Such as present in certain reactors and weapon

systems.

Probably the most dramatic experimental finding in fission since the

discovery of isoraeric fission has been the observed rapid change in the

fission mass and kinetic energy distributions associated wirh the heavy Fm

isotopes ' (see fi£. 3). The N _> 158 Fm Isotopes show a rapid change

to symmetric fission accompanied with high kinetic energy release which is

totally outside the established fission phenomenology. * What is

equally striking is that this appears to be a very isolated region^ Thp

N • 158 Cf isotope does not show an anomolous behavior while the N • 158

Md seems to have a symmetric mass division but a kinetic energy release

which is relatively consistent with established systematics. The frustra-

ting part experimentally is that this most interesting region is extremely

258 259difficult to reach. Light ion probes were used to study * Fm and

advancements in target quality will enable these studies to be extended.

One very interesting physical question is what happens to the highly

symmetric fission as the excitation energy is increased. Direct reaction

techniques to produce isotopes in the Fm region could be used to establish

known excitation energies. If these are done in coincidence with fission

they would provide the required information. Again the most heavy element
248 254 255 257

targets such as Cm, Es ( Es?) and Fm would be inquired. Promis-

ing direct reactions are (d,p) on 257Fm, (7Li,*He) or (?Li,3Ke) on Es
18 8 248

targets and ( 0, Be) on Cm targets. In addition to the properties of
fission from excited states, much more information is required on the decay
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by spontaneous fission. Of particular importance are the neutron exress

isotopes above Z • 100. The production of these will certainly rt quire t »

heaviest most neutron rich targets available.

Heavier Ions

Heavy ion beams and heavy clement targets of for real possibilities for

the production of interesting isotopes for fission decay studies. The

breaking point between light and heavy Ion reactions Is, of nurse, not

well defined. We will concentrate on three, also not clearly difitinguish-

able, types of reaction studies: compound formation, transfer reactions

and heavy ion deep inelastic effects.

Compound studies are the traditional method of producing new Isotopes.

They make the highest Z combination between target and projectile and thus

provide the limit to the maximum region of interest. Also, Importantly,

this reaction results in complete momentum transfer and thus a relatively

high energy composite system which is strongly forward focused. Both of

these characteristics enable She construction of efficient spectro-

meters ' for the detection of rare events. The most striking recent
to ^

successes of this approach have been the production of elements 107' and
69)

109 . Current experiments arc underway to attempt to observe cold fusion

between Ca and Cm at both Berkeley and GSI Darmstadt. With stib-nano-

barn sensitivities these methods should be viable for both the production

of selected isotopes of interest and for the continuation of efforts to

identify new heavier element*. The production cross section is almost

always maximized by choosing the heaviest target and lightest projectile to

reach a desired area. Because of this, substantial quantities of heavy
254

isotopic targets will continue to be in demand. For most stui^es Es

will be the heaviest practicle target isotope. Currently there is an

emphasis on production of new elements but it appears likely that the

£ ture emphasis will be in producing highly unstable isotopes with Z

greater than 100. Understanding the nuclear structure effects and the

fission decay properties of this limit of stablity will surely be a

challenge for future theoretical efforts. Very little is now known about

the fission of isotopes having Z > 100. The Fm and Md reults show that

dramatic effects are possible and this should be a most interesting region

to explore.
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One further aspect of Btudise involving the form.it I or of .1 rnmpouim

nucleus using heavy flctinides should be emphasized. The 1 n<i<-rsi .nidi ;ip. f

the limits of fusion in heavy Ion reactions is of theoretical and experi-

mental interest. The importance of the entrance channel mass raiio in

determining the fusion probability can be tested by attempting to produn

the same heavy element composite system using both light-henvy ions on

transuranlc targets and heavier ions on lighter element targets. The

Investigation of the stability of these systems against fission induced by

excitation energy and/or angular momentum considerations con help establish

the important parameters in the fusion process. The new heavy ion facili-

ties such as Holifleld, ATLAS and MSU will be involved in questions of

fusion/fission competition. For those studies the nvailability of hesvy

element targets will be important.

In many respects transfer reactions offer the best hope to produce the

interesting neutron rich high L actinide isotopes. These reactions proceed

with relatively high cross sections when compared with the compound

reactions required to reach the same isotope. This is presumably due to

the lower residual excitation energy imparted in the transfer process. In

general, the s avail region of phase space available in the transfer process

is more than compensated for by the colder formation. This then avoids the

disastrous fission/neutron decay competition which must occur in most

compound reaction formation processes. Even in cases where the compound

processes have sufficient surviving probability they are moved to the

neutron deficient side by the neutron evaporation process. Thus, the

desirable neutron rich isotopes are often not reachable by existing

target/projectile combinations. The transfer process is not bound by this

constraint and has been shown to have a product distribution with a sub-

stantial enough width *o extend well into the neutron rich side. Of equal

importance, the transfer probability appears to be, for the sane cluster

transfer, nearly independent of the target. Figure 4, from Schadel et

70) 18 22. 254
al. , shows their results for 2p,xn transfer from 0 and we on Es
near the interaction barrier along with the cross sections for the same

71 \ 1 g 22 248
transfer clusters observed by Lee et al. ' for 0 and No on Cm. The

peak magnitudes, centroids and widths are similar. This clearly emphasizes

the importance of using the heaviest target for obtaining the maximum yield
18

of heavy lsotopic products. The production of Md isotopes with 0 projec-
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tiles near the interaction barrier are some four orders of magnitude
254 248

greater with a Es target compared to a Cm target.

The disadvantages of the transfer process arc; (1) it is not a full

momentum transfer process, and (2) it is not very selective. Both oi rh<-<;<

make it hard to establish the identity of new species? produced In the

reaction. The existing oiass separators and velocity filters such as

SASSY and SH^P are primarily designed for compound rrnrtion formntion

and take advantage of the forward focusing of these reactions. The trans-

fer products will have a much broader angular and kinetic energy distribu-

tion. The nonselectivity of the reaction when applied to heavy targets

results in the possible production of several unknown heavy isotopes which

are expected to be short lived and decay by spontaneous fission. To fully

realize the potential of using the transfer reaction mechanism to study

these new regions substantial development efforts will be neressary. It

would be prudent to characterize the transfer reaction mechanism in more

controlled areas than are available w:! th heavy target studies. The excita-

tion functions to maximize specific transfers should be investigated. To

complement these reaction studies, detection techniques will have to be

developed which are capable of identifying the primary fissioning species

by measurement of the prompt fission fragments. High efficiency, fast
72)

fission detection systems such as the LLNL SWAM1 are important initial

steps in the study of fission properties for transfer produced fission

activities. Development of gas counter techniques to directly identify the

transfer reaction produced activity by its subsequent fission decay seem on

the verge of feasibility and with sufficient encouragement could be brought

to more rapid fruition.

Heavy ion reactions also have a role in the production of possible

interesting fissile isotopes. Studies of mass transfers in the reactions

238U + 238b.73) flnd 238,j + 248^74) h a v o g h o w n brOfld Hi stri butions for the

production of isotopes. Unfortunately, the residual excitation energy left

in the heavy Isotope is nsually sufficient to cause it to undergo prompt

fission. However, these studies have been done at relatively low bomb-

arding energies near the interaction barrier. These reaction conditions

tend to maximize diffusion and statistical processes. The new direction in

heavy ion accelerators is toward higher energies. What role heavy actini-

des will play in these new facilities is uncertain at this time. Certainly
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nonequilibrium processes will come In to play and there will be a r.r.-mfci

tion in the reaction mechanism from one which is dominated by diffusfon-

deep inelastic processes to'./ard one that is dominated by nucicon-nurlcon

interactions at the highest relativistic energies. The HolifieJH ncco).•<

tor at Oak Ridge, the MSU cyclotron, the SIS project at GSI . the he.nw J,

SC capabilities of CERN and the CAN1L facility In France nrr> all Rolnp: to

be active in the near future. Unique faciHties tend to attract unique

target capabilities as well so it seems only a matter of rime until the

heavy targets are used at these installations. Whst role they will have ir

elucidating the fission mechanism is not clear at this time.

Elementary Particle Probes

These probes provide us with fundamental information on how elementary

interaction can be propagated into tht> collective processes required for

fission. Negative muons interact with nuclei through the elortromafrnetir

and weak interaction. This provides interesting possibilities of changing

the Coulombic part of the potential energy surface without disturbing the

nuclear part. On the other hand strong interacting particles like pions

provide information on how intrinsic nucleon interactions can propagate

inLo the collective degrees of freedom. Future studies with the more

exotic elementary particles will permit the concentration of substantial

excitation energy into localized regions of the nucleus. The propagation

of these hot spots in fissile isotopes will provide interesting data on the

time evolution of fission. In all of these areas the available beam inten-

sities are usually quite low, by nuclear charged particle accelerator

standards, and therefore require significant amounts of target material for

the reactions to be studied. Heavy actinide targets have a future role in

all areas of elementary particle interaction studies. However, on the

short term, Ihey will not be used with the most exotic elementary particle

beams.

In many respects, negative muonic experiments have high physical

interest as well as the greatest need for heavy element targets. The

negative muon, having a mass this is 207 times the mass of an electron,

behaves like a heavy electron. Sufficiently slowed unions are captured in

outer atomic orbltnl* and rnnrndo. through the election of Auger electrons,

and muonic x-ray«, until they rewch thi» Is orbitaJ. They remain In this
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orbital which, due to the heavy muonic mass, has a sm.i 11 radius that

strongly overlaps with the nuclear volume. Thry can decay either by th<-

free muon decay channel or via a weak interaction with the nucleus. The

lifetime varies from the 2.2 user free muonic lifetime to ~R0 nsec for r h-.

heaviest elements where the decay Is dominated by the weak Interaction.

For heavy fissile nuclei this norm.il decay nech/inism ran bo altered in a

most interesting way. During Che muonic capture cascade process nn atomic

transition can be absorbed into the nucleus via a virtual photon inter-

action resulting in a "radlationless" excitation of the nucleus. If this

absorbed energy is comparable to the fission barrier then the nucleus car.

undergo fission decay. Therefore, following atomic muonic capture there

are two mechanisms which can result in actinide nuclei fissioning. One is

the "delayed" fission which results iron, the weak interaction decay of the

muon and has a characteristic half-life of ~80 nsec. The second is the

"prompt" fission which occurs from the virtual photon absorption of a

radiationless transition during the atomic cascade.

The prompt process is the one of high interest. Under these condi-

tions the fissioning system has a rauon in its Is orbital. This causes a

distortion of the fission barrier (fig. 5) due to the readjustment of the

Coulombic part of the potential energy surface in the region of overlap

between the muon and nucleus. Geometric effects of the muonic orbital

cause the largest change to be made in the outer fission barrier. This

opens the possibility of producing new regions of fission isomerism along

with an improvment in our understanding of the process. However, to date,

searches for isomeric effects in muon induced fission on V isotopes have

not given conclusive results. This may he due to tho rapid rise in the

outer barrier (fig. 5) which may cause the der:ay to preferentially tunnel

into the first well and thus be nondetectable. The hope then would br to
244 248

use heavier actinide targets ( Pu and Cm would be logical initial

choices since they are relatively abundant and 'cng lived) which do not,

under normal conditions, form fission isomers sinco presumably their outer

fission barriers are too low. With the attached rauon the outer barrier

should be preferentially increased and could result in the formation of

detectable new regions of fission isomerism.

Heavy actinides will also play a role in measuring the prompt/delayed

fission ratio following muon capture. This quantity is dependent on the
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height of the fission barrier and hne been only measured for isotopes up r<
242 77 781 238

Pu * . In U the p / H decay competition for proirpr mvinni c s v s n
79) "

was measured to be ~40 w h i c h i s an o r d e r o f nwsrni tu r ip ^ r e n t e r t b . -n t l i . r

observed in photo induced fission of U to the samn excitation

region. This again points to thr advantage of Hsinp h

For heavy systems the fission probability is dominated by thr iru< r harri< r

and this will undergo a smaller increase than the outer b.irrit"-. V I ' T P -

fore, these case should have significantly higher prompt fission ri<- nv
OM

branches. Also recent experiments have shown the importance of mm i
2 38

induced quadrupole photofission in the U system. The qunrirupolc xi—«i.

transition was shown to be a significant contributor to the prompt fission
238

yield in muonic capture on a U target. It would bo very interesting to

study quadrupole induce^ fission in heavier systems to see if changing

barrier properties and ground state quadrupo!<? moments influence the yield.

Another interesting area of study would be to look at the dynamics of

fission using the prompt muonic fission as a probe. One aspect of this

would be to measure the change in kinetic energy release when the muon is

attached to the fissioning system. This attachment couJd alter the path

toward scission and result in significant perturbation to the fission

observables. Again a wide range of heavy element targets would be de-

sirable for these studies. Since the initi.il starting conditions for the

prompt muonic fission can not be altered for any specific target, the only

method for obtaining systematic information will be to perform the measure-

ments on a wide variety of targets. The other advantage of the heavy

elements is that they should have, as explained above, a much higher

fission probability. This should help overcome the greater intrinsic

difficulties associated1 with both the handling of these exotic materials

and their limited availability.

One exciting new area of mucnic fission studies centers on the fate of

the muon following prompt fission. If the path toward scission is slow

compared with the muonic orbital velocity Lhrn the muon will follow the

minimum potential energy path and stay with the heavy fission fragment.

The extent to which the rouon is bound to the light fragment or ejected into

the continuum will te l l us of the breakdown of this adiabatic assumption.

ck for

87,85)

81—8 3 1
Current theories show that th.s process provides a clock for the

important question of fission dynamics. Experlmenal studies
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have implied that the heavy fragment retains the muon the majority of tt.<

time. However, definitive experiments which directly measure the pn-fisr-

ratio of the llght/hcnvy muonlc attachment have not been performed.

Heavier element targets should agnin be useful by increasing the yield of

prompt fission.

A very interesting correlary to Lhe muon attachment problem is the

question of muon conversion yields from excited fission fragments. Prompt

muonic induced fission may be thp only mechanism by which we can have a

muon bound in its Is orbital to a nucleus with sufficient excitation encrRy

to eject it into the colntinuum through the Internal conversion process.

Muonic binding energies for light and heavy fission fragments are on the

order of 3.3 MeV and 5.8 MeV respectively. This would imply that the light

'ission fragments have a mu"h higher probability for muonic conversion than

their heavy complementary fragments. Experimental emulsion track

studies * have seen evidence for this interesting decay mode. Accurate

determinations of this process will be of high theoretical Interest in

testing electromagnetic predictions of the decay yields as well as a probe

for high spin isomeric states of fission fragments.

Pions offer a different type of elementary particle probe to study

fission. These strong interncting particles capture on nucleon pairs re-

sulting in a prompt cascade process which, for heavy systems, can terminate

in fission decay of the excited nucleus. This process offers a time scale

for studying fission. The cascade should be prompt with respect to fission

and current experimental results imply this is true. However, it Is

known that following stopped pion capture the firrsion probability is~90X
2 3R

for U targets. The 11/I* competitJon throughout the process is not well

established. Fion studies offer a method which starts with n nucleon-

nucleon interaction process and evolves into one with sufficient collective

excitation to decay by fission. A substandia] fraction of the pionic rest

mass of 140 MeV can be imparted into the fissioning nucleus while not

Introducing large amounts of angular momentum. This Is contrary to most

nuclear reaction techniques which can only reach these excitation energies

with the introduction of substantial amounts of angular momentum. A

central question in pionic interactions with nuclei is the possible capture

on clusters of nuclei as opposed to simple pair capture. One method of

looking at this question might be to measure momentum transfer to the
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fissioning nucleus* Cluster capture would presumably tnvor higher initial

particle-hole state population and bettor absorb the full benm momentum.

Studies of momentum transfer to fissile systems near the 3,3 resonance

might provide Insight Into the reaction mechanism. These mensurorp^nt s ,u<-

of course, difficult due to the low Incident momentum of the pion and the

angular dlcpersion of the. fission fragments introduced through the neutron

evaporation process. 1' such studios are undertaken, the systomnfics that

can be gained by using a variety of heavy element targets will be vnlunblc.

The use of mora exotic elementary particle probes to study fission is

only at a very speculative stage. The new capabilities whicli will be

associated with the high anti proton beam intensities at CERN as well as

the possibilities at proposed new kaon factories will challenge the experi-

mental community to use exotic targets. These special propes will interact

in small regions of nuclear matter resulting in localized "hot spot" exci-

tation. The propagation of these hot spots toward collective excitation

wilJ be of interest. Hypernuclei studies of heavy fissile systems may

serve as a probe of how simple intrinsic excitation can be transformed into

a fission decay. As hae proved to be true in the past, the exotic acceler-

ator capabilities will attract the exotic target materials and help push us

toward the limits of understanding.

mission Topics

Other areas of fission which will benefit from heavy element materials

include fission product studies, isomeric fission properties, giant reson-

ance excitations, and Coulonb fission. Fission product studies have pro-

vided us with much of our primary understanding of nuclear structure

effects associated with isotopes rrtnoved from the line of stability. It Is

still a very viable mp^hod to produce medium weight neutron rich isotopes.

The use of heavier actinides as fissile sources will increase the yield of

the high majs fragments in the lig^t element peak and broaden the heavy

element peak. Both of these effects open up new isotopes for study.

Increasing the number of neutrons in the fissioning system directly moves

the centroids of the fission .nass chain yields toward the neutron excess

side. The neutron rich isotopes in the Tc-Pd region have high interest

from a nuclear structure standpoint. Large ground state quadrupole tnomtnts

have been established for these isotopes ' and recent studies' have

implied that they are soft toward triaxial deformations as well. Great
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9i )
strides have been made in rapid automated chemical separations which

enable detailed spectroscopic studies to be made on very short lived pro-
249

ducts. Reactor Induced fission product studios using Cf and. If
251

available, Cf will be increasingly important in future studies. Pre-

liminary physical measurements of prompt fission product radiations h.ivc
2 54 92)

been made for the spontaneous fission of systems as henvy as Cf

Th:ls spontaneous fission gives very neutron rich fragments find thus helps

extend the study of nuclear structure systematica to the otherwise inacces-

ible neutron excess region. Fission studies using Es, nnd possibly Km.
I 32

will result in increased yields of isotopes near the Sn doubly magic

nuclear core. Since so much of our nucleon structure understanding is

based on single particle effects in closed shell regions any new infor-

mation on this important class of nulei wili • :• valuable.

It can be argued that fission isomers were the primary driving force

which has lead to the modern emphasis of heavy element and heavy ion

physics. The theoretical development which resulted in coupling oscil-

lating microscopic nuclear structure effects with smoothly varying macro

potential energy surfaces was directly motivated by the desire to explain

the occurrence of fission isomers. This evolved into the predictions of

long lived super heavy elements which spurred a new generation of heavy ion

accelerators to be constructed and thus ushered in the strong commitment

that we now have in heavy ion physics. Fission isomers occur in the

2-92-97 region and are thus directly in the heavy element region supplied

by the Transplutonium Production Program. The efficient method of making

these isomors involves light ion reactions and thus requires heavy element

target materials. Modern studies have evolved past measuring the isomer

occurrence and now emphasize exotic decay channels and the nuclear struc-

ture aspects of the isomeric shape. The decay branch back to the first

9?)
well has been reported to be observed ' but to be considered firmly

established corroborating future experiments will bo required. Recent

studies have observed the alpha decay branch from the mAm isomer back
2 38

to the Np ground state. The high hindrance factor for this transition

Is consistent with a large nuclear structure change being required to go

from the isomeric to the ground state shape.

Probably the most dramatic recent fission isomer study has been the

measurement of the quadrupole moment through optical isomer shift measure-
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ments using laser Induced optical pumping of atomic levels. This mea-

surement provides direct information that the fission isomers are indeed

associated with shape distortions. Another area of recent success in

lsotneric fission studies has been the development of techniques which

permit the detailed soectroscopic study of nuclear structure in the

95)
isoroeric second well. This type of information, as discussed in the

previous section, provides very stringent constraints on theoretical

nuclear structural studies. The challenge is to have models that predict

correct structure sequences from spherical ground state configurntions

through fission isomerie shapes. Only such brond based capabilities c m

help insure confidence in the extrapolative power of theory to venture into

uncharted offstability regions.

A new generation of high efficiency gamma ray detection systems such

as the Crystal Ball at Heildelberg and the Spin Spectrometer at Oak Ridge

are coming on line. If a continuing supply of target materials are

available, these new facilities offer the hope of extending the study of

the spectroscopy of fission isomers to even greater precision than has been

reached. Also, laser optical pumping techniques are still in a preliminary

phase. More experiments using this technique are called for and will

provide important structural information on the fission isomers in the

future.

Giant resonances, especially the giant quadrupole resonance, offer a

method of determining the collective coupling that leads toward fission.

The magnitude of the fission probability in giant quadrupole studies has

not been consistently determined. Some experiment have found it to be
96 97 "i

low ' with respect to expected actinide fission values while
98—101}

others report a value comparable to normal actinide decay. Improved

experimental data is needed. Of special Interest would be efficient

angular dietribution studies to address the question of K state conser-

vation in the giant resonance induced fission. By extending these studies

to heavy actinide targets one can measure the effect of changing barrier

properties and ground state quadrupole moment on the fission decay pro-

babilities and angular distriutions. Also of interest is to determine if

direct fission couplings through the giant resonance effect the fission

mass and kinetic energy distributions. A thorough understanding of the

relative importance of dynamical and potential energy effects on the
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fission observables is not presently available. To this end giant

resonance induced fission studies could bo very beneficial.

Another emerging area of studies involves Coulomb induced fission.

This process, which is done with heavy ion beams and heavy element targets.

uses non nuclear interactions to excite heavy isotopes to sufficient

energies to undergo fission decay. Since the Coulomb excitation process

favors collective excitations thesr experiments ennbJc us to determine

fission decay properties without the complication of pnrticli»-holt> excita-

tions introduced in nuclear reaction studies. Recent experiments

have, for the first time, bo°n able to unambiguously identify this process

and this has lead to a revived theoretical interest. Current

models ' which use a vibrational-rotational coupling combination are

reasonably able to explain the magnitude of the Coulomb induced fission

cross sections. However, more detailed aspects of the decay process have

not been fully determined. Predictions of Coulomb-nuclear interference

effects have not been observed and existing angular distribution studies

hnve not shown the strong structural effects predicted by some models.

Future investigations of this process will rely on heavy element target

materials. The Coulomb excitation probability is directly dependent on the

target charge. Since Coulomb induced fission is a multistep process the

charge dependence is raised to a power which has been experimentally

d?termined to be on the order of 6-7. Clearly heavy element studies

will enhance the; yield of this process.

ATOMIC STUDIES OF SUPERCRITICAL SYSTEMS

One of the most exciting areas of research with heavy element

materials has been the search for spontaneous oositron emission from quasi-

molecular systems formed in heavy ion-heavy target collisions. Theory

predicts that for finite sized nuclei the Is atomic binding energy will

become greater than twice the electron rest mass when combined target and

projectile charge become _>_173« Under these conditions the binding energy

enters the negative energy continuum or "Dirac Sea '. If an electron hole

would be crented In tho static atomic field of such a supercritical 1/ bound

ayatem then a Npunlaitt* OUH |>ON 11 ron-e lt?ct ron \ut 1 r would be r rented in thiF

vacuum resulting in the electron filling the atomic vacancy and the posi-
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tron being ejected into the positive enrgy continuum. This important test

of quantum electrodynamics has attracted a substantial amount of experi-

mental and theoretical effort in the past several years. The major impedi-

ment to those studies is that, unfortunately, stable atomic systems with

charge greater than 173 do not oxist. However, with modern heavy ion

accelerators and suitable heavy element targets transient quasimolecular

systems having the required charge can be produced in the laboratory. It

would 8"^m at first glance, and initial experiments were fired with this

optimism, all that would be necessary would be to bring sufficiently heavy

systems near enough together to create the required supercritical field and

then detect the emitted positrons. Unfortunately, the dynamical aspect of

the required collision process results in induced positron emission caused

108)
by the rapidly varying electric field. These dynamical effects can

induce positron emission in subcritical systems. In fact, calculations

shew for an unperturbed Rutherford collision trajectory only a smooth

dependence in the positron yield with Increasing atomic charge and no

discontinuous changes are predicted in the yield or spectrum when

supercritical field conditions are reached. If the colliding system

followed such a trajectory then the onset of spontaneous positron-electron

pair creation could only be inferred from a detailed stripping of the

observed spectrum using theoretical production estimates for the various

components. If, however, the trajectory 1B perturbed through nuclear

interactions then some observable effects of the spontaneous creation

process E»ay become more readily identifiable. Experiments to study the

properties of these very heavy quasimolecular systems have centered in

three areas: characteristic x-ray measurements, delta electron studies,

and direct positron detection. In all cases the very strong dependence of

the atomic effectf on the combinded atomic charge for these relativistic

systems makes the use of the very heaviest target materials extremely

desirable.

During the collision process there is a reasonably high probability

that an inner shell electron of the interacting particles can be ejected

into the continuum. Under bombarding conditions near the nuclear inter-

action barrier the projectile velocity is on Che order of 0.1c and since

the bound electron velocity are ~c this permits near adiabatic adjustment

of the electron to tho changing atomic field. In asymmetric collisions the
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1 B electron orbital In the heavy positron becomes the Iso orbital for th«'

combined quasimolecular system. Tf a hole is created In the heavy p.irrm-r

Is orbital then It will most probably survive the collision process and bi-

detected subsequently as a characteristic K x-ray of this element-. This f«;

caused by the fact that even for supercritical field conditions the time

for spontaneous positron creation for reachable systems is, from the e.il-

culnted resonance widths ' , Inferred to be on the order of 10 sec.

This is approximately two orders of magnitude longer than the time the

Couloumb trajectory system spends within the critical fieJd '•pgion. Tin-

probability for ejecting electrons in the collision is dependent on thf

binding energies during the process. Thus the measured yield of c!;,irar-

teristic K x-rays of the heavy partner following the collision provides

information on the binding energy of the forming quasimolecular

speci »s. These results, though model dependent, provide important

quantitative information on the binding energies of extremely herivy

systems. A difficulty of this approach is that only asymmetric collisions

can be directly studied. For n c r symmetric collisions the Isa orbital of

the quasimolecular system car. no longer uniquely be attributed to the Is

orbital of a particular interaction partner. Due to the near degeneracy of

the atomic orbitals in the separating system, a hole which was created

initially in the N*2 shell of the quasimolecular system (a condition which,

from simple geometry and binding energy cosiderations, is much more

probable than N»l hole production) can undergo a "vacancy sharing" exchange

which results in a Is hole ir the separated products. Under these condi-

tions the characteristic K x-ray yield will no longer provide unambiguous

information on the quasimolecul.ir Isa orbital. In practice, the vacancy

sharing problem can be minimized by having a projectile-target charge

difference of 510. Due to a lack of suitable targets and projectiles, this

requirement has limited the heaviest of these studies to Pb beams on acti-

nide targets. The heaviest system studied has been Pb + Cm giving a

combined Z of 178. The â  liability of even heavier target material (suc'i
2A9 254

as Cf and possibly Es) would make it potentially feasible to use a Th

beam and etill not have too severe vacancy sharing effects. Thus by

increasing the 2 of the target by 2 or 3 units a gain of 10 or 11 charges

could be obtained. Since the bfrling energies of the quasi molecular system

depend on the distance of closest approach of the colliding ions, the
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oeasurement of the K x-ray yield us a function of scattering angle pro-

vides, in a single experiment, substantial information with which to

theory. The spontaneous positron creation is predicated on the binding

energies becoming greater than 1.02 Mey. The measurement of character!sti

K x-ray production provides a viable method for obtaining quantitative

information on this important binding energy question. Future experiments

will rely on the availability of heavy element targets to address those

problems. Improved information may be possible by performing coincidence

measurements between characteristic K x-rays and ejected delta elertrons.

A more distant future proposal might be the use of heavy element beams to

obtain the ultimate total combined charge. Atomic x-ray production has
944

reasonably large cross sections and minute beams of Pu and possibly
248 254

Cm impinging on Es targets would enable the study of the heaviest

systems if vacancy sharing problems can be.overcome.

A complementary area to the x-ray studies is thfit of production of

delta electrons. High energy delta electrons ejected in the collision of

heavy ions can only be caused by the strong binding associated with the

quasimolecular system. ' Therefore, recording these spectra for

heavy element interactions as a function of projectile scattering angle

provides direct information on the atomic binding. As mentioned above a

combination of these measurements with coincident x-ray measurements should

quantitatively improve our understanding of the atomic binding energy of

quasimolecular systems at, or near, supercritical field conditions- As

always the ultimate push in these studies is to use the heaviest target

material available.

Certainly the most important aspect of the atomic studies with super-

critical fields is the observation of spontaneously created positrons. The

degree of sophistication in experiments has undergone tremendous growth in

last several years. A review of the current experimental status can be

found in the "Proceedings of the NATO Advanced Study Institute Conference

on the Quantum Electrodynamics of Strong Fields" . In general, the

detection systems use a solenoid magnetic spectrometer with suitable baffle

systems to suppress the copious electron yields since they have the oppos-

ite helicity from the desired positrons. Positron energy spectra are

recorded in solid state detectors and positive identification assignments

are made by observing their annihilation radiation. In addition, informa-
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tion can bo obtained on the primary scattered projectile nnd target ions ny

using suitable counters. This permits correlation of the positron sprcti -i

with primary reaction parameters.

In addition to the sought for spontaneous positron creation process

other methods, even for aubcritlral field condition/}, can proriure posi-

trons. If the projectile has sufficient energy to be above thr nuclear

interaction barrier then nuclear reactions con occur. Under these con-

ditions, transitions having energies above 1.022 MeV can decay through a

positron-electron pair creation process. It is therefore necessary to bo

able to estimate the yields of this process and make suitable corrections

to the positron spectrum to remove this contamination. Fortunately, this

can be done rather accurately by calibration techniques using lighter

target systems where supercritical fields are not possible. A more severe

background is associated with the so called "induced" positrons. These arc

created through the dynamics of the reaction by the high frequency

Fourier components in the rapidly changing electric field of the colliding

system. For a non perturbed Coulombic trajectory these induced positrons

have a yield which monotonically increases with total charge and their

energy spectrum shows a smooth exponential falling behavior. No dramatic

changes are predicted for the onset of supercritical field conditions. If,

however, a perturbation is introduced into the ion velocities through a

nuclear interaction time then an interference effect will bo generated and

the positron spectrum will show an oscillatory structural behavior. Obser-

vation of such patterns can then provide a check for the nuclear inter-

actions. Deviations from the Coulombic predictions have been observed in
1 1 C \

recent experiments1 with U + U at 5.9 Mev/u. The positron yield is

observed to fall off more rapidly than predicted by thpory. Delta elec-

trons recorded «it the same timp also show deviations between elastic

scattered events and those associated with fission. Analysis of this with
-21

coupled channel calculations imply a time delay on the order of 10 sec.

Such a value would be too small to result in substantial spontaneous posi-

tron creation.

However a very significant new development has been observed In
I iM 7 AS ? & R

recent results obtained for U + Cm experiments done at 5.8 MeV/u.

The prol1 mlnnry results from these experiments for the positron spectrum

observed with kinematic selection conditions which mnximize (n) backward
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and (b) foreward projectile scattering are shown in fig. 6. These spectra

have not been corrected for the solonoidol transport efficiency, for

Doppler line broadening, for the line shape of the positron SI (Li) detec-

tor, or for the nuclear background. Nevei—the-less the Btrony. prvik srnic-

ture at a positron energy of '320 keV for backward sent to red pro icrt f les

appears inconsistent with any background or anomalous detector efforts. 0'

special importance is the narrowness of the peak. Thr> observed width of

80 keV is consistent with the expected Doppler broadening from a system

moving with the quasimolecular velocity. The intrinsic width of the

might be substantially narrower than the observed value. The narrow width
-19

implies a life time of >10 sec. If the supercritical atomic field

exists for such a long time then the static decay conditions of the vacuum

become important and a peak in the positron spectrum would be predicted.
T.n fact, the calculated binding energy for the supercritical field for the

U + Cm quasimolecu]e is predicted to give a resonant positron decay

energy consistent with the observed value. The physically exciting

aspect of the observation is that some mechanism must be present to cause a
-19

sticking of the quasimolecular U + Cm system for a time M O sec. This

is over two orders of magnitude larger than such dinuclear systems are

expected to exist. The conditions for production of this long lived system

are apparently quite specific since such phenomena are not generally

observed. Clearly these exciting results demand expanded experimental

efforts to systematize the effects. The need for transplutonium target

isotopes to address these questions is crucial.

CONCLUSION

We have tried to demonstrate the importance of continued efforts in

the study of heavy elements. Experimental and theoretical programs in this

area are vital if we are to probe the limits of stability. This region

encompasses the isotopes for which there is a delicate balance between

nuclear attractive forces and Coulombic repulsion. New structural infor-

mation is emerging regarding the importance of symmetry breaking degrees of

freedom for the heaviest systems. The existence of octupole deformations

has been established in the light actinide region and are likely to occur

in the very heavy actinides as well. The large quadrupole deformations
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associated with fission lsomers have been experimentally ronf Irmed and

provide fundamental information on the p/iiring interaction. Tho emerging

spectroscopy in the second well Is hinting at problems associated with r'

conventional spin-orbit term i.i the single particle potential. Thp

speccroscopy of the heavy actinido region Is beginning to provide letnil^1

information rbout level assignments which are relevant to thr- determination

of the stability of superheavy elements. Studies of baekhending and

upbending at high spin6 provides fundamental information on the nature of

residual Interactions in the heavy elements. Similar Information m y be

obtained from studies of the properties of the high spin two quasi -p.-»rt i c! ••

states predicted to cause isomerism in the very heavy elements.

The Transplutonium Production Program will be of vita] importance in

future fission studies. The fission barriers of the Transcalifornium

isotopes are essentially unstudied even though this is a region where

theory predicts rapid changes In the harrier properties. Another area of

barrier properties requiring a broad systematic study is the effect of

excitation energy and angular momentum on the collective enhancements which

have been established for fission transition states at low excitation

energies. The thermally fissile heavy actirides through studies of the

cold fragmentation process will provide information on the dynamic pairing

correlations in fission. They will also serve as a source of the very

interesting neutron rich light fission fragments which have large static

deformations. ""he mass distribution ard kinetic energy release associated

with the spontaneous fission of the heavy Fm isotopes having N ^ 1 58 are

very .inamolous. A systematic study of the decay properties in this region

for both spontaneous and excited state rission would be illuminating.

Production mechanisms to provide access to this region wiJ1 use all types

of nuclear reactions but the most promising avenue appears to be transfer

reactions using the heaviest nctinide target materials and neutron rich

light-heavy ion projectiles. Elementary particle probes, especially

negative muons, offer new directions in fission studies. Coulombic

alterations of the nuclear potential energy surface due to the large

overlap of the bound i.uon with the nuclear Coulomb field are of high

interest. Fission studies with muonic probes may also provide fundamental

information on iission dynamics as well as on the theoretically interesting

muonic internal conversion process.
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Atomlc studies of systems having supercritical field conditions cover

one of the most fundamental areas of investigations with heavy elements.

The atomic binding energies for transient colliding systems having 7. ̂ 173

are such that the spontaneous vacuum creation of electron-positron pairs

should be possible» This test of quantum electrodynamics enn bo best

performed with the heaviest systems using isotopes provided by the Trnns-

plutonium Production Program. Preliminary results imply that this much

sought after spontaneous positron omission process may have bren observed
238 248

in the U + Cm collision. The narrowness of the observed positron

peak may imply that nuclear interaction times are over two orders of magni-

tude longer than previously estimated and that a long lived quasimo]ecu]p

may be formed under very special bombarding conditions. This area demands

expanded efforts to verify and systematize these results.

Clearly there is much activity in research using the products of the

Transplutonium Production Program. The past has been bright and the future

seems equally as promising.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Actlnide neutron single-particle levels obtained from

momentum-dependent Woods-Saxon potrntirJ as n function of

quadrupole deformation.

Fig. 2. Actinide proton single-particle levels obtained from

momentum-dependent Woods-Saxon potential as n function of

quadrupole deformation.

Fig. 3. Mass yield curves for the spontaneous fission of ' Fm

(from Ref. 62).

Fig. 4. Comparison of 2p,xn transfer cross sections for the reactions 0
^ u 2*8o J 254_ ., , . . 22M . . 248,, , 254_

with Cm and Es (left) and Ne with Cm and Es

(right). Curves are Gaussians with - O.977u (from Ref. 70).

o o c. p

Fig. 5. Fission barriers for U and Cm with and without a negative

muon bound in the atomic Is orbital (adapted from Ref. 75).

238 248
Fig. 6. Positron energy spectra from 5.8 MeV/u U + Cm collisions

selected in coincidence with kinematic conditions to emphasize

(a) backward scattering and (b) forward scattering of

projectiles. The spectra are not corrected for the solonoidal

transport efficiency, for Doppler broadening, for the Si(Li)

detector line shape and for the nuclear background (pre]iminary

results from Ref. Jlf>).
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